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Development Stages of the Website outside of ‘WordPress’ 
Introduction 
After contributing to some of the design aspects of the project, I then undertook the role of coding 
the website at first in ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’. I followed the high-fidelity wireframes provided to myself by 
the designers. I was also assisted with some of the coding from one of the designers. 

The Different Stages 
Version 1 
The Home Page 
Introduction/Overview 
Below was the home page in its very early stages. The purpose of this was to begin to layout the 
structure of the website and making it responsive, focusing on mobile phones. The images used 
were placeholders to gauge how the content would have appeared on the web page. There were a 
few issues which will be explained further on. 

The Actual Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 
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The Find Nursery Page 
Introduction/Overview 
Below is the find nursery page also in its early stages of development. A simple structure had been 
created and this applied to all of the other pages as well except the home page. 

The Actual Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 

 

 

Making the Website Responsive 
Introduction 
As will be evident with the image below, I managed to begin to make the website responsive as it 
scaled down when resizing the browser window. 

The Outcome of Resizing the Browser Window at this Stage 
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The Code for the Responsiveness at this Stage 
In order to start making the website responsive, I followed a tutorial about responsive grids and 
columns and rows. This can be seen in the code shown below. 

CSS Responsive Grid 

 

HTML Columns and Rows 
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Version 2 
The Home Page 
Introduction/Overview 
Following on from the first version, I then continued to build the structure of the website in ‘HTML’ 
and appearance in ‘CSS’. The home page below included some of the assets provided by the client 
with the design starting to reflect the high-fidelity wireframes. 

The Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 
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The Find Nursery Page 
Introduction/Overview 
With regards to this page, a form was added at the top with a map that would have enabled the user 
to enter their postcode and then the nearest nurseries would have shown on the map. The list of 
nurseries underneath would have also linked to each individual nursery page with the distance from 
the user’s location being shown as well. The functionality of this was to be integrated later. The code 
for the aspects mentioned above is shown below also. 

The Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 
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The Code for Different Aspects Mentioned Previously 
The Form That Appeared Above the Map (Styling was Also Added to it) 

 

‘JavaScript’ for the Map to Display 

 

The Highlighted Aspect Below was What Enabled the Individual Nursery Page to Link to the ‘View 
Nursery’ Text. The ‘target=”_blank”’ was What Allowed for this Web Page to Open in a New Tab 
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The Parents Page 
Introduction/Overview 
With regards to the parent page, the ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’ was improved to start to reflect the designs of 
the high-fidelity wireframes. This is evident below. 

The Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 
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An Example of the Mobile Version of the Website 
Introduction/Overview 
For the mobile version of the website, I started to code it so that the information would have been 
displayed in a manner in which appeared professional and not untidy. 

The Outcome of this at this Stage 
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Version 3 
Introduction 
The parents page was the only page to change during this process. As can be seen below, the images 
and text were positioned close to each other with the background being removed as well from the 
text. This was following feedback from the designers in my group. 

The Outcome of the Parents Page at this Stage 
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Version 4 (Integrating Another Team Member’s Work into my Work) 
Introduction 
As one of the designers had been helping me with some of the pages in the website, I then 
combined their work with mine, fixing a few aspects which didn’t display correctly when resizing the 
browser window. This is viewable in this section. 

The individual nursery page was created by myself and the about and careers pages were produced 
by the team member assisting with some of the code. 

The About Us Page 
The Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 

 

 

The Careers Page 
The Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 
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The Individual Nursery Page 
The Outcome of the Web Page at this Stage 

 

The Mobile Version of all the Pages 
Introduction/Overview 
As will be evident below, all of the pages scaled down to mobile in the browser window with a few 
issues which were solved in the next version of the website. 

The Outcome of the Web Pages at this Stage 
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The Home Page    The Find Nursery Page        The About Us Page 

 

The Parents Page          The Careers Page  The Individual Nursery Page 
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Version 5 
Introduction 
With regards to this stage of the website, the image was removed on the careers page when on a 
mobile sized screen as the container it was placed within didn’t resize and as a result, caused white 
space to appear. As this had happened on some of the other pages as well, I knew that changing the 
‘display’ property to ‘none’ in a ‘media query’ would have helped to achieve this. 

As well as that stated above, additional content was added to the website along with some changes 
to the appearance regarding colours. 

Removing the Image on the Careers Page 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Changing the ‘display’ Property to ‘none’ to Remove the Image from the Page on Mobile Devices 
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Implementing Feedback from the Client (From the Final Outcome Presentation) 
Introduction/Overview 
After presenting what had been achieved to the client, lecturers and peers for this project, feedback 
was then received to act upon in the following week before the submission deadline. It was agreed 
that from next semester, I would collaborate with another member of the other group also working 
on this project to produce a final website for the client, combining the appearance of the site I had 
coded with the functionality of the other website in ‘WordPress’. During the remainder of the last 
week however, I tried to implement something which would have indicated that there was more 
content under the big images on some of the pages. It was also suggested that there was to be a 
flow between the images as well but from my knowledge, there wasn’t a way of doing this without 
having to reposition certain elements. 

Implementing an Aspect to Indicate to Users That There was More Content 
Indication on the Home Page of There Being More Content 

 

The Code for the Outcome Above 
An ID was Assigned to the Paragraph Tag 

 

This was then Styled in the CSS so That it Would Have Been Bold and Clear to the User 

 

This indication was then also styled in the ‘CSS’ to disappear on a mobile screen size as the big 
background image wouldn’t have been there. On the other pages it was more obvious to the user to 
scroll down due to the images not being as big in size. 
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Making Changes 
However, soon after placing the above into my code, I then noticed that the text would have merged 
into the white aspects of the image when resizing the browser window. To resolve this, I took away 
the padding for both the top and left and placed it inside the a blue container with other text. 

The Outcome of these Changes 

 

The code was also organised better during this process and some images were also placed onto the 
website as well which were missing before. Currently, these were placeholder images but would 
have been updated when continuing with the website in the next semester. This was to show a 
proof of concept. As well as this, any further amendments were made to produce a final outcome 
which improved on the previous versions (checking content, etc.). 
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General Technical Problems with the Website 
Initial Problems with the Responsive Navigation Bar 
Introduction 
First of all, with regards to the responsive navigation bar, I found it hard to make it disappear on 
desktop. This meant that it was viewable at any screen resolution. 

The Current Issue 
The HTML Code for the Responsive Navigation Bar 

 

The Current Outcome at this Stage 

 

Resolving the Issue 
Introduction/Overview 
To solve this problem, I placed the responsive navigation menu in the fixed bar displayed at the top 
of the page and changed some of the properties in the ‘CSS’ code. This then worked in version 2 of 
the website. 

The Outcome of this Solution 
The Desktop Version Without the Responsive Navigation Menu 
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The Resized Browser Window to Suit a Mobile Device (The Responsive Navigation Bar Only Appeared 
Now) 
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Layout of Images When Changing to a Mobile Screen Resolution 
Introduction 
With regards to some of the images, especially those on the parents page, they appeared in an order 
which didn’t look professional when changing to a mobile screen resolution as is evident below. 

The Current Issue 
Due to the Images and Text Appearing Like the Following on a Desktop Screen Resolution… 

 

…the Images and Text Appeared Like the Following at Times on a Mobile Screen Resolution When 
Resizing the Browser Window 
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A Summary of the Current Issue 
At times there would be text followed by an image and then an image and then text or an image 
followed by text and then text and then an image. I wanted to display an image and then text 
continuously. 

Resolving the Issue 
Introduction/Overview 
To solve the issue, I duplicated some of the text and images and then changed the ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’ 
code so that the set I wanted to appear on mobile would have appeared and the set I wanted to 
disappear on mobile would have disappeared and vice versa. 

The Code Changes 
The HTML Code – Duplicating the Code and Setting IDs for the Rows 

 

The CSS Code Outside of the Media Query 

 

The CSS Code Inside of the Media Query 
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Testing of the Website on a Mobile Device 
Introduction/Overview 
In order to show the client the current state of the website, it was uploaded to a server. From this, a 
few issues occurred when viewing on a mobile phone which will be listed below: 

- The ‘Enquire now’ link appeared further down due to there not being enough space in the 
fixed bar at the top of the screen 

- The responsive navigation was trimmed when opened but could have still been navigated 
- A few of the images were displaying incorrectly 
- Some elements weren’t aligned properly 

Overall, the website appeared very effectively on a mobile device which was one of the client’s aims. 
Some of the current issues at the time could have been resolved when continuing with the project 
next semester. 
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‘WordPress’ Concept 
Introduction 
Due to the short amount of time available because of other ongoing projects and due to the fact that 
I was the only developer in my group, attempts were made to try to transfer some of the website 
into ‘WordPress’ to show a concept to the client. This was the first time I had experienced using 
‘WordPress’, therefore meaning that I had to overcome a big learning curve. 

Establishing ‘WordPress’ 
Establishing the Database 
Introduction/Overview 
To begin, I first installed ‘WordPress’ from the website ‘wordpress.org’ and then unzipped the file 
naming it ‘cherrychildcare2’. This was because the version I had previously been working on 
encountered an error which meant that I had to complete the installation process again. After this, I 
then set up a database in ‘phpMyAdmin’ for the website to link to. 

The Created Database 
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Creating a User 
Introduction/Overview 
After creating the database, I then had to make a user with a username and password and this can 
be seen below. 

The Created User 
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Assigning the User to the Created Database and Establishing the ‘WordPress’ Account 
Introduction/Overview 
Following on from completing the previous task, it was then required that I had to assign the user to 
the database that I had created beforehand (‘cherrychildcareproper_wordpress’). This then meant I 
could have now setup the ‘WordPress’ account for the website. 

With regards to the ‘WordPress’ setup, I first had to enter the details of the database which I had 
made in ‘phpMyAdmin’. Furthermore, I then completed the account setup, entering details such as 
the username and password in order for the user to log into this account. 

The Success of Creating the ‘WordPress’ Account 
This was the Login Screen for the ‘WordPress’ Website 
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Integrating ‘HTML’, ‘CSS’ and ‘JavaScript’ Code with ‘WordPress’ 
Creating a Theme 
Establishing the Theme Folder and ‘style.css’ File 
Introduction/Overview 
In order to place the ‘HTML’, ‘CSS’ and ‘JavaScript’ into the ‘WordPress’ website, I first of all had to 
create a theme folder under ‘wp-content’ in the ‘themes’ folder in my ‘C Drive’. I called the folder 
‘cherrychildcare1’ and after doing this, the next task to complete was to create a file called ‘style.css’ 
where I would have inputted the theme details such as the name and description of the theme. 

The ‘style.css’ File 

 

Creating the ‘index.php’ File and Activating the Created Theme 
Introduction/Overview 
As well as the previous, I also had to create a file called ‘index.php’ and as can be seen below, the 
theme now appeared on ‘WordPress’ which had to then be selected to use. 

The Appearance of the Theme on the ‘WordPress’ Interface 
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The ‘header.php’ and ‘footer.php’ Files 
Introduction/Overview 
Once the theme had been created, I then divided the ‘HTML’ into different sections, ‘header.php’ 
and ‘footer.php’ files. This would have then allowed myself to call the code which was included in 
both of these files when creating the templates at a later stage. 

The Code 
The ‘header.php’ File 
This Included the ‘head’, the Fixed Section and the Responsive Navigation Menu 

 

The ‘footer.php’ File 
This Included the Footer Section 

 

The ‘index.php’ File 
The ‘get_header();’ Line Would Have Called the Content Inside the Header File and the ‘get_footer();’ 
Line Would Have Called the Content Inside the Footer File 
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Establishing the ‘CSS’ File 
Introduction/Overview 
After establishing ‘WordPress’, I then needed to setup the ‘CSS’ file so that it would have linked to 
any ‘HTML’ code contained within each page. To do this, I first of all created a folder called ‘css’ in 
the ‘cherrychildcare1’ theme folder. Then a file called ‘functions.php’ was made, integrating the 
code to allow for the ‘CSS’ file to function correctly. 

The Code 
The Created ‘functions.php’ File to Allow for the CSS File to Function Correctly 

 

The ‘header.php’ File 
In the ‘header.php’ File, ‘<?php wp_head();?>’ had to be Placed to Allow for the CSS and any Other 
Functions to be Retrieved 
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Making Templates 
Creating ‘PHP’ Files for Each Page 
Introduction/Overview 
In order for each individual page of the website to be different, I had to produce some templates. To 
do this, I first had to create different ‘PHP’ files for each of the pages. For each one, a line of ‘PHP’ 
code had to be placed at the top so that this would have appeared on the templates drop down in 
the ‘WordPress’ interface for the pages created. 

An Example of the Process Explained Above 
This Defined the Name of the Template (In this Scenario, the ‘Homepage’) 

 

The Appearance of the Template in the ‘WordPress’ Interface 
The Template Then Appeared in the Drop Down on the Page I had Created 
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How the ‘Home Page’ Page was Created in the ‘WordPress’ Interface 
I Navigated to the ‘Pages’ Section on ‘WordPress’ and Once on This Page, I Then Selected ‘Add New’ 

 

Transferring the Code 
Introduction/Overview 
Returning the focus to making the templates, after the template had been linked to the page, the 
code was transferred from each page in my folders to the pages on ‘WordPress’. 
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Altering Some of the Code for it to Function on ‘WordPress’ 
The Images 
Introduction/Overview 
When I had entered the code for the pages in ‘WordPress’, I did experience some problems with the 
images as they didn’t appear. After enhancing my knowledge of why, I realised that I had to change 
the image code to suit ‘PHP’ as it couldn’t find the image. 

The Altered Code to Allow for the Images to Display (An Example) 

 

The Navigation Bar 
Introduction/Overview 
Likewise, the navigation bar was also an aspect that was difficult for myself but I soon realised that I 
had to change the link in the anchor tag to suit ‘WordPress’. 

The Altered Code to Allow for the Links to Function Correctly in the Navigation Bar 
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Custom Fields 
Introduction/Overview 
In order for the client to be able to change the text on the web pages, I broadened my 
understanding of how this could have been achieved and from research, I found that custom fields 
could have been added. To allow for the changing of the text, I had to add a line of ‘PHP’ code where 
the text would have been placed on the page. 

The ‘early-start-heading’ below would have been the piece which would have linked to the custom 
field on the ‘WordPress’ page. Within the ‘Value’ field on the ‘WordPress’ interface, the user would 
have been able to have changed the content without having to have changed the code. 

Integrating a Line of ‘PHP’ Code 

 

Entering the Text for Different Custom Fields 
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An Example of Changing the Text in the ‘Value’ Field Without Needing to Change the Code 
Before Making Changes to the Content 

 

 

After Making Changes to the Content 
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Conclusion 
Due to the scope of the project in the timescale as well as myself being the only developer of the 
group, only aspects of the website were able to be transferred into ‘WordPress’. The purpose of this 
document was to explain an understanding of how to use aspects of ‘WordPress’ as the link 
provided on the page for this project at this stage (Year 2 Semester 1) links to a concept of the 
‘Cherry Childcare’ website placed on a server developed outside of ‘WordPress’. As has been 
previously mentioned, I would have been collaborating with another person in the following 
semester to implement the design of the website I had been working on with the functionality of 
theirs in ‘WordPress’. 
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